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We are presently neutral regarding short- and intermediate-term trend prospects. 
Gold prices continue to trade in a March-May consolidation that is within a larger 
sideways high level consolidation pattern that dates from late 2011.  
Intermediate- and long-term momentum conditions remain negative:  the monthly 
14-period stochastic is declining (%D = 59)  as is  the weekly 14-period 
stochastic (%D = 28). 
 
The accompanying chart is a Comex daily continuation futures chart that shows 
short-term technical momentum conditions. 

 
 
Notably the 20-day Bollinger band envelope (blue lines) reflects lateral price 
action and is at the most narrow readings since June 2011.  Certainly the narrow 
band differential implies that a sustained (albeit not necessarily explosive) 
trending phase is in the wings.  The difference between now and 2011 is that 
prices are presently below their declining 20- and 40-day moving averages (red 
and magenta lines respectively) which are declining versus respective rising 
moving averages last year.  Illustrated daily %R readings and daily 9-period 
stochastic oscillator readings are negative but not at "oversold" levels that would 
imply potential upside price response. 
 
The balance of technical indicators that we use do not support an upside price 
bias.  Nevertheless, because prices are essentially rangebound in a high-level 
intermediate-term consolidation there is the possibility that the market could 
generate a sustained upside price move that would be the initial phase of an exit 
from the ongoing intermediate-term sideways consolidation pattern.  Price action 



since August 2011 may represent a large triangular pattern.  In that context, the 
market would be near completion of the triangle’s final internal fifth swing.   
 
Therefore, while we continue have reservations about resumption of  
intermediate- and long-term uptrend conditions we would be willing to speculate 
on the long side if the Comex June futures were to trade above its most recent 
minor rally high at $1672.30. That is about coincident with the present level of the 
upper Bollinger band so buyers on a price move above $1672.30 would be 
contending with a significant short-term force of  technical resistance.  Given a 
long-side entry point above $1672.30 in anticipation of a move to test 
intermediate-term range resistance above $1792 we would risk a print below 
$1648.  
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